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MANUFACTURING

When it counts...
...we’ve got you covered

S&H has an efficient and reliable manufacturing and raw material
suppliers network, both within Australia and overseas providing us
with flexible production capacity to meet the diverse needs of our
customers and access to the latest developments and innovations.

DELIVERY
S&H have a proven, nation-wide track record in providing timely and
efficient design, manufacture and distribution of uniforms and
protective clothing.

TOTAL APPAREL MANAGEMENT (TAM)
This convenient one-stop-shop structure provides for a centralised
point of contact for all customer queries, rapid responsiveness,
integration in purchasing/invoice processing and streamlined
distribution of uniform items.

ONLINE ORDERING
S&H's secure online ordering catalogue allows approved customers to
purchase their requirements efficiently 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
The catalogue allows for entitlement management for items supplied
and an order approval process where required. Ordering through the
catalogue is significantly faster than a paper-based system and the
ability to view order progress tracking and historical purchasing data
make purchasing management a much more streamlined process.
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Melbourne:
Ph: 61 3 8480-9700
Fax: 61 3 9495 1499
Sydney:
Ph: (02) 8708-5700
Fax: (02) 9772 3827

Stewart & Heaton
Clothing Co Pty Ltd

Canberra:
Ph: (02) 6129-7700
Fax : (02) 6241 0414

Perth:
Ph: 61 8 6274-6700
Fax: 61 8 9277 5455

Brisbane:
Contact: Steve Molloy
Mobile: 0413436433
Email: Steve.Molloy@shcc.com.au
Contact: Craig Beste
Mobile: 0413436434
Email: Craig.Beste@shcc.com.au

www.shcc.com.au

Adelaide:
Ph: 61 8 8417-8700
Fax: 61 8 8346 4508

S&H Protex Ex Stock and Custom Designed “Made to Order” Fire Fighting and Industrial Garments

INNOVATION | DEVELOPMENT
FROM CONCEPT TO CUSTOMER®

When it counts...

...we’ve got you covered

ABOUT S&H

STRUCTURAL FIRE FIGHTING

Stewart & Heaton Clothing Company Pty Ltd (S&H) is an Australian
family owned business founded in 1991. Based in Perth, Western
Australia and with offices nationally, S&H have two principal areas
of operation, being:-

S&H provides purpose-selected material combinations
within the multi-layered assembly with garments
designed to allow ease of movement and comfort while
ensuring high performance protection. All garments are
independently certified to the AS/NZS 4967:2009
(Amdt1-2010) Standard.

We provide functional, high quality, innovative and cost effective
products coupled with customer focused service. Our customers in
government and industry are seeking innovation, efficiency,
reliability, responsiveness and cost effectiveness in their supply
chain for uniforms and personal protective clothing.

QUALITY
S&H is a Quality Endorsed Company accredited to ISO 9001:2008
with SAI Global. Our quality system effectively governs the way in
which S&H operates nationally, ensuring consistency with an
emphasis on continual improvement.

DESIGN &INNOVATION
To continue to remain protected and functional in highly demanding
and hazardous environments, emergency services personnel
require high performance levels of their protective clothing and
equipment. S&H's commitment to research and development
provides our customers with the latest design enhancements,
innovative solutions to changing needs, industry standard
compliance and raw materials advances in the emergency services
sector.

MADE TO ORDER GARMENTS
Specialised garments can be designed and manufactured to meet
particular needs. Our expert personnel can identify how to most
efficiently produce the garment which best meets these needs.
Made-to-order garments can be customised in terms of:
Ÿ design and features
Ÿ fabric(s) used
Ÿ colour(s) of the fabric’s used
Ÿ corporate identity, badges and embroidery
Ÿ reflective lettering and logos
Ÿ visibility requirements
Ÿ anti-static needs
Ÿ specific environmental hazards (such as electrical arc fault,
molten metals, flammable vapours, etc)

WILDLAND FIRE FIGHTING
S&H are at the cutting edge for design and manufacture
of custom-designed wildland fire fighting garments
designed protect without overheating the wearer. All
garments are independently certified to the AS/NZS
4824:2006 Standard.

STATION-WEAR & UNIFORMS
S&H provides easily identifiable, presentable and
functional “easy-care” garments for emergency services
personnel. A variety of design and raw material
elements are combined to fully meet particular
performance needs.

RESCUE & CIVIL EMERGENCY
RESPONSE
A specialist response demands a specialist application
garment. S&H provides garments specifically designed
for maximum wearer functionality. Garments can be
tailored to general emergency response applications as
well as more specialised operations.

ACCESSORIES
S&H provides a full range of accessory items to
compliment our high-perfomance garments and all
selected to interface appropriately them.

PROTEX®
Protex® is an S&H brand of garments quality endorsed
to ISO 9001. It includes a stock-supported range of offthe-shelf fire fighting, emergency services and flame
retardant clothing. Additional customisation options are
available on a made-to-order basis (minimum quantities
may apply).
All Protex® garments are designed and manufactured
to significantly reduce injury and save lives.
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